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Dentsu Blazes Trail as First in Its Industry
to Migrate to UiPath Automation Cloud

Leveraging UiPath Automation Cloud, dentsu delivers automation and AI capabilities at
scale across enterprise and client-facing services

NEW YORK--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- UiPath, Inc. (NYSE: PATH), a leading enterprise
automation software company, today announced dentsu, one of the world’s largest
advertising agency networks, will migrate to the UiPath Automation Cloud to deliver
automation and artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities at scale across its enterprise.

Dentsu's automation and AI strategic vision is to elevate its employees’ potential by
integrating automation and AI into internal processes as well as client-facing services.
UiPath Automation Cloud enables dentsu’s employees to turn innovative ideas rapidly and
effectively into impactful solutions throughout service lines and enterprise functions in all
markets and regions by providing a common, well-governed automation and AI infrastructure
at scale. It also makes advanced automation features accessible to people across the
development skill spectrum, from citizen developers to AI engineers.

“The migration to UiPath Automation Cloud enables us to collaborate as an extended global
team in the same workspace so that we can share ideas and solutions seamlessly, all within
a shared framework, with global oversight,” said Brian Klochkoff, Head of Automation,
dentsu Americas. “Now we can crowdsource ideas and develop solutions against those
ideas so that we don't miss opportunities to bring the benefits of automation from one
regional business unit to another. This initiative is core to our mission of leading with
automation and AI especially within the advertising and media domains.”

In addition to providing a well-defined, democratized network for innovators and developers,
the migration means dentsu can build and integrate advanced AI and machine learning
services into the solutions already migrated from legacy on-premises orchestrators. Existing
solutions and new services released to the UiPath Automation Cloud can be continuously
improved in an effective, cost-efficient manner.

“We are helping our clients navigate, progress, and thrive in a world of change. Automation
is a critical element in how we support our people and our clients by enabling human-centric
solutions that have powerful returns for both business and society. The UiPath Automation
Cloud platform and its advanced evolving features will ensure that we continue to exceed
expectations and commitments to our people, as well as our clients,” said Shiva Vannavada,
Chief Technology Officer for dentsu Americas.

Given dentsu’s understanding of enterprise client challenges and business needs, this
partnership aids UiPath in solving for the enterprise challenges of tomorrow. As early
adopters of RPA, dentsu has been at the forefront of the industry and continues to trailblaze

https://www.uipath.com/rpa/robotic-process-automation
https://www.dentsu.com/
https://www.uipath.com/product/automation-cloud


the practical application of advanced technologies.

“The benefits of UiPath Automation Cloud are many, from starting instantly to securely
scaling according to business needs and market conditions to reducing burden on IT to
support an automation infrastructure. Innovators like dentsu are demonstrating that the
biggest benefit is competitive differentiation, by creating new solutions based on automation
and AI that redefine agility in the market,” said Param Kahlon, Chief Product Officer at
UiPath. “Businesses can quickly deliver an increasing array of UiPath services from within
the Automation Cloud to innovate faster.”

Find out more about how dentsu helps brands to win, keep, and grow their customers here.
UiPath Automation Cloud enables businesses to discover, build, run, and manage
automation programs in a secure, centralized management environment. Learn more about
UiPath Automation Cloud here.

About UiPath

UiPath has a vision to deliver the Fully Automated Enterprise™, one where companies use
automation to unlock their greatest potential. UiPath offers an end-to-end platform for
automation, combining the leading Robotic Process Automation (RPA) solution with a full
suite of capabilities that enable every organization to rapidly scale digital business
operations.

About Dentsu International

Part of the dentsu group, dentsu international is made up of six leadership brands - Carat,
dentsuX, iProspect, Isobar, dentsumcgarrybowen, Merkle and supported by its specialist
brands. dentsu international helps clients to win, keep and grow their best customers and
achieve meaningful progress for their businesses. With best-in-class services and solutions
in media, CXM, and creative, dentsu international operates in over 145 markets worldwide
with more than 45,000 dedicated specialists.

View source version on businesswire.com:
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210727005151/en/
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